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Introduction

Abstract
A simple nondestructive
method of photolithographically
sectioning
resist features is presented.
The method utilizes the superposition
of the normally
exposed device features followed by a second exposure of a long wide linear feature,
all before the
development
step.
The superposition
results
in a
precise
and clean cross-sectioning
of the feature,
allowing inspection of line-edge profiles and contact
windows in addition to measurements
at the crucial
substrate-resist
interface.

form July

The trend towards micrometer
and submicrometer feature sizes in device photolithography
brings
with it the problem of more precise resist linewidth
measurement.
Scanning electron microscopes,
(SEM)
are being employed in today's semiconductor
technology in much the same way as optical microscopes
were used in the recent past, i.e., for inspection and
line size measurement.
In the SEM, pitch calibrated
feature sizes from
a micrograph or video profile is a popular and effective method of measurement
since the metric, i.e.,
the pitch is built into the figure.
However, the
accuracy
of the measurement
depends
to a great
degree on the quality of the micrograph as well as
on other factors.
Any defocus,
astigmatic , or
charging
conditions
on or near the feature
will
compromise the fidelity of the micrograph and thus
the precision of the measurement.
Tilting the sample away from the SEM detector
helps to minimize some of the undesirable
charging
effects 2 . Unfortunately,
some features, sue h as con tact holes, have such extreme aspect ratios (horizontal /vertical
dimensions)
that even small tilt angles
prevent conditions
at the bottom of resist features
from being revealed.
Knowledge of the line edge profiles of features,
especially
at the resist - substrate
interface,
is of
crucial importance in modern pattern transfer processes involving the use of dry etching.
For instance,
the bottom of contact holes must be completely free
of resist, otherwise no etching takes place.
In light
of current dry etch technology and the need for ver tical resist edge profiles, measurement of the resist
feature at the bottom is imperative.
Mechanical cleaving,
i.e., breaking
the wafer
through the center of resist feature, has been adopted by most investigators
as the means for measuring
the resist cross-sections.
This procedure will work
well if a suitable metric is present
and a quality
micrograph is obtained.
The obvious disadvantage
is
that wafers capable of yielding good die are consumed for the purpose of measurement only.
Given
that mechanical cleaves at several masking levels are
required to completely process a lot, a considerable
reduction
in yield is possible.
Thus,
a nondestructive
method is required
whereby quality measurement information may be extracted without incurring
the expense of destructive
mechanical cleaving.
In addition,
the method must
neither
alter
nor introduce
any change
in the
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feature that would otherwise
about its cross-section.
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Technique
In the photocleave
technique,
the resist
is
exposed in the conventional
manner with the device
reticle (or mask).
Without further processing,
the
wafer is given a second exposure,
in the same or
different aligner at a similar exposure energy.
The
second exposure uses a reticle
(or mask) pattern
comprised
of linear features,
approximately
10 µm
wide, which are aligned so as to intersect
the device
features whose cross-sections
are to be examined.
It
is essential
that the second exposure be properly
controlled
with respect to energy and registration.
This is to insure that the photo-cross-sectioning
is
sharp.
In addition, it is imperative that the photocleave produces clean vertical walls, so as to minimize any ambiguity in the later SEM work.
After
the second exposure
is complete,
the wafers are
developed normally.
Results
In the following paragraphs
we compare the
performance
of the non-destructive
Photocleave
Technique
with the destructive
Physical
Cleave
Method and as an example present
the case of an
improperly
defined contact window.
Figure la shows a 1.25 µm window at resist
that has been physically
cleaved, carbon coated, and
viewed at 90 degrees to the surface of the wafer.
Also in view are two conductor
runners
on either
side of the window which are covered by a dielectric
material.
The pattern
transfer
at dry etch would
then be through the dielectric
in the region between
the two conductor
runs.
This particular
sit wa s
taken from a wafer used to determine stepper set up
parameters
by varying both focus and exposure in a
convenient matrix format. The physical cross - section
immediately reveals information about the correctness
of focus and exposure choices used with the imaging
tool employed at this level.
Note that at the bottom
of this particular
resist window, a small residual ring
of resist remains, perhaps due to insufficient
exposure energy and/ or deviations from the ideal stepper
focus.

Schrope
Figure lb shows a photocleaved
window on this
same die site, uncoated and viewed at a 45 degree
tilt.
Although the magnifications
of these two
micrographs
are not calibrated
to one anoth er, the
photocleaved
feature
contains
much of the same
information
as that found by employing
physical
cleaving.
Thus, the photocleaved
contact window
clearly shows the poor (i.e., highly sloped) line edge
profiles indicated by the physically
cleaved window.
In addition,
the most important
fact is that the
residual resist ring at the bottom of the windows is
also evident
in the photocleaved
window.
This
observation
gives validity
to the fact that the
photocleave
technique
can be controlled
in such a
way as to have minimal effect on the feature of
interest
yet provide the same information
as that
obtained by physical cleaving of the sample wafer.
Conclusions
Photocleave
is a simple easily demonstrated
technique which circumvents
the need for mechanical
cleaving to achieve SEM visibility
at the bottom of
very small, often enclosed, resist features.
Photo cleaving has the advantage of being simple and inex pensive to execute and results in a yield savings
relative to other methods, such as physical cracking
of wafers,
since the photocleaved
wafers can be
easily reworked . A paper discussing
the practical
application
of the technique within a wafer fabrica tion line is in preparation.
The method may also be employed to study var ious other photolithographic
parameters
such as the
shape of resist
features
resulting
from focus and
exposure control or resist-developer
gammal effects
on resist slopes.
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1.
Photocleaving
versus
focus and low exposure.

physical
cleaving of contact window resist over BPSG Trope! 52035G at
(a) Physically cleaved, coa ted, 20 kV; (b) Photocleaved,
uncoated, 1.4 kV.
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Discussion

with Reviewers

S. G. Utterback:
The additional exposure used for the
photocleave
will have a proximity effect on the via
being cleaved.
Thus, the development of a via which
has been half cut away is by no means the same as
the development
of the native via.
In particular,
one would expect that the development at the bottom
of the via will be different
and also that it should
be easier to clean the residual developer out of the
cleaved via during the rinse cycle.
Please comment.
Author:
One must consider the fine points to employing this technique.
First, the feature used to do
the photocleaving
is usually a physical feature much
larger than the feature being cleaved.
Considering
the imaging tool characteristic
modulation transfer
function
(MTF) or image fidelity,
the edge of this
feature (space) is replicated
by almost a 90 degree
slope.
Consequently,
very little photocleave energy
is added to the feature of interest.
Second, the energy required in the photocleave
exposure
is very much less than that required,
for
example, in contact via exposures.
Considering
this
and the above reference
to the MTF, less superpositional
energy
is contributed
to the feature
of
interest
in the region one chooses to interrogate.
Third,
the registration
of the photocleave
feature to the feature of interest
need not cut the
feature
at the diameter as in the case of contact
vias.
It is more often desired to nip the edge of the
via with the photocleave feature in such a way that
the region around the diameter of the via is preserved, yet provides SE M visibility to the interior of the
feature.
Inspection
and measurement of the resistsubstrate interface are now more easily accomplished.
S.G. Utterback:
The creation of a new reticle and
the addition of a reticle change to the manufacturing
process as opposed to taking a few wafers out of the
line does not necessarily
make for a higher yield.
However, it may be possible to include the photocleave into a test site reticle that is already being
used.
Author:
If the existing test site reticle has on it
any feature that is 'long' and 'wide' and can be registered
to the feature of interest it constitutes
an
adequate
photocleave
structure.
Put simply, any
feature may photocleave any other feature if proper
regard is given for image fidelity,
energy control,
and registration.
S.G. Utterback:
Have you attempted
a similar
procedure
for the cross-sectioning
of lines?
Author:
Yes! the technique works even better for
lines.
T .J. Shaffner:
if one considers

Photocleaving
is nondestructive
only
rework of the resist and exposure as

SEM Inspection

part of the technique.
Have you considered
using
patterned
structures
on test bars placed at several
locations
across
a wafer?
This would be truly
nondestructive,
since rework would not be required.
Author:
I believe when you refer to 'test bars' you
mean test structures
located in the nonactive areas
or perhaps drop out sites.
Indeed, this approach
would work provided the second exposure pass for
the photocleave did not overlay the active die areas
you wish to preserve.
T .J. Shaffner:
What technique
do you use to make
measurements
m the photocleaved
specimen?
Is not
edge definition still a problem for an SE M, in Figure
lb for example?
Author:
In our process environment
a pitch calibrated high quality micrograph is preferred.
If this
is obtained,
the resist
edge at the bottom of the
feature
is distinguishable
from the substrate
and
good measurements
result.
The photocleave
allows a view of the features'
cross-section
with the wafer at a tilt from the
normal. Consequently,
higher quality imaging results
since the characteristic
charging
phenomenon
is
minimized.
Edge definition
is thus enhanced and
better quality micrographs
are obtained.
T .J. Shaffner:
Photocleaving
requires an additional
reticle for each one used in patterning.
Have you
found that the cost of its fabrication
and the additional exposure is justified by the results obtained?
Author: Photocleaving
does not require an additional
reticle.
The same reticle may be employed as long
as a feature suitable to perform the photocleaving
exists on that level.
Our economic analysis favors
photocleave.
M. Postek and R.D. Larrabee : Photocleave is an
easily implemented
technique
for most processing
laboratories,
would it be your recommendation
that
text die structures
be routinely
incorporated
using
this method on all wafers?
If so, how many sites
per wafer would be necessary?
Author:
Indeed, in our laboratory we find that this
technique is very flexible, easily adaptable, and well
within the capability
provided
by our equipment.
Photocleave is not area intensive and therefore does
not require
much valuable silicon area.
Detailed
answer to this question will be provided in a future
publication.
M. Postek and R.D. Larrabee:
You indicate the cost
savings afforded by the photocleave
process,
have
there been any projections
in actual numbers that
you could provide?
Author:
The cost savings could be surprising
but it
largely depends on the requirements
for SEM measurements in the first place and on the process technology in general.
Consider the following for a two
level metal process with SEM's required
at window
and via and perhaps one other critical level.
If it
takes one wafer per lot per critical level (assume 50
wafers/lot)
to determine process set up parameters,
and physical cleaving is employed, then 3 wafers are
being consumed out of 50. For a small percentage
of reworks this number gets somewhat larger.
As
the device dimensions continue to decrease (submicron), the requirements
for SEM's and thus cleaved
wafers will go up.
Photocleaving
avoids this de-
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structive
nature, however, reprocessing
the wafers
through strip, prime, recoat, and expose will offset
the total gain.
I would say a conservative
figure to
date is 2 to 2 1/2 wafers per lots of 50 which is a
4 to 5 percent
savings
on the material.
The
throughput
issue is perhaps
too variable to put a
percentage
on, yet photocleave is much faster than
physical cleaving, perhaps overall one may assign a
figure of 5 to 6 percent savings.
M. Postek and R.D. Larrabee:
The author correctly
stresses
the need for measuring
the geometrical
shape and extent of contact-hole
cleanout of photoresist
features
during
semiconductor
device process ing.
He then points out some of the problems of
accomplishing
these objectives
in the SE M (e.g.,
specimen charging).
However, the reviewers note
that at least two additional,
and very important
problems are not mentioned:
1) effects
of beam /
specimen
interactions,
and 2) effects of varying
detector
collection
efficiency
over the specimen
geometry (see for example the articles by Postek and
Joy in SOLID STAGE TECH. Nov-Dec 1986). Unfor tunately, these problems, and those mentioned by the
author, are not completely
solved by looking at a
mechanically
or a photochemically
c leaved crosssection.
Therefore,
th e basic cleaving technique
itself
is not a panacea
for these
SEM-related
problems as implied in the paper.
The author's
photocleave method is a novel approach with several
potential applications (e.g., dimensional metrology and
inspection),
but it has a serious and fundamental
limitation.
There are proximity effects in the optical
and electron-beam
exposure of photoresist
and in its
subsequent
wet-chemical
development.
Because of
these effects,
the author's
photocleaved
structures
may not be faithful
reproductions
of similar
uncleaved
structures
on the same wafer.
This may
be particularly
important in the contact-hole
c leanout
inspection
application
mentioned in the paper.
For
example, the photoresist
developer has significantly
more opportunity
to get into the hole and clean out
the bottom after the cleaved surface is exposed than
in a similar hole without the cleaved surface.
Thus,
the cleaved
holes may be cleaned
out while the
uncleaved
still have residual
photoresist
at their
bottoms.
This same mechanism would also distort
the geometry of the cleaved hole side walls, change
the width at the cleaved
surface,
and generally
adversely affect any metrological measurement of the
patterned
dimensions.
This could be easily tested by
mechanically
cleaving a photocleaved
sample (near
the photocleaved
die) and comparing the results on
several structures.
The reviewers acknowledge that
photocleaving
is a clever and novel suggestion that
will find applications
in semiconductor
processing.
However, we also feel that a more careful and complete evaluation of the advantages and disadvantages
of the proposed technique
is required.
Author:
Thank you for your comments.
These
aspects are beyond the scope of the present paper,
but will be addressed
in subsquesnt
publications.
J .D. Reimer:
On what standard
do you rely when
determ1n1ng any feature site you are measuring and
how accurate
is this measurement?
What, for
instance,
do you do for foreshortening
correction of
your tilted sample?
Author:
Our standard
for measurement
of SEM
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features
is known pitch which we include in the
micrograph.
If one confines
the measurement
features (pitch and feature) to within the most linear
part of the photo monitor (about 75%) and assuming
adequate quality image, 2% accuracy is possible.
For foreshortening
correction
a straight
on
view is used with both pitch and feature measurements confined
to relatively
the same area of
foreground.

